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Introduction
Due to the large variety of sea states that a Wave Energy Converter can encounter, a 
statistical description of a wave climate matching with the performance description of a 
WEC is needed to “forecast” its production.
Restricted to uni-modal sea state, this project aims to identify which of the directional 
sea state statistical parameters are the most relevant for WEC production estimation.
An experimental approached is selected, using several type of devices to get an 
overview of the most influential parameters independently of the type of WEC.
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The Devices
Models of 3 type of devices are selected, with directional characteristics to be tested in 
the Edinburgh Curved tank:

● A OWC as a omni-directional device.

● A pair of OWCs forming a single device as a weekly directional device

● A model of the Desalination Duck as a fully directional device 

Test Plan
The significant wave height is not testes as its importance is not 
challenged. The mean direction of propagation is also not 
considered as most devices can align themselves with the 
waves. The influence of the parameters related to the shape of 
the wave system are benchmarked against the influence of the 
energy period.
A full factorial design was be used for this phase, helping the 
understanding of the effect of interaction between parameters.

Parameter List:

• Angular Spreading ( 2 
levels )
• Direction of propagation 
shift (2 levels)

• Energy Period ( 3 levels )
• Frequency spreading (2 levels)
•Variation of the mean direction of 
propagation

OWC model from Queen's University Belfast.
Using the same models for these experiments as 
the ones by Matt Folley in Belfast will increase the 
confidence in the results and could create added 
value trough the results comparisons

Effect magnitude of the investigated sea state parameters over the 
performances of the devices. The influence of the frequency spreading 
and its interaction with the energy period cannot be neglected.

Results
Parametric models of the device performance as a function of 
the energy period, the significant wave height, the frequency 
spreading and the angular spreading have been fitted 
satisfactorily to the observations:

Double OWC:

Pn=−5.36+9.34⋅T E−3.76⋅T E
2+13.21⋅Hm0+3.24⋅f s

−4.40⋅T E⋅f s−0.013⋅ΘS+0.011⋅T E⋅ΘS

Pn=−5.33+9.62⋅T E−3.71⋅T E
2+5,74⋅Hm0+3.15⋅f s

−4.18⋅T E⋅f s

Single OWC:

Duck: Pn=−2.10+2.07⋅T E+15.73⋅Hm0+3.27⋅f s−3.74⋅T E⋅f s

−0.008⋅ΘS

Results shows that there is no justification to average over the 
frequency spreading and not over the energy period. The 
frequency spreading and its interaction with the energy period 
should be considered to predict the performance of devices.


